
Editorial Facsimile is a Mexican publisher that will be based in London 
from 2017 to 2019 developing projects related to contemporary art and 
design. Our mission is to foster and promote book arts, zines, visual 
poetry, ephemera and artist-led publishing between Mexico and UK 
through collaboration, education and distribution. Our publications are 
interested in covering the individual and collective perspective on topics 
such as feminism, sexuality, queer, photo performance and Latin America.

Selected items are available at www.editorialfacsimile.com/shop
Contact us for specific purchases at editorialfacsimile@gmail.com 



FANZINES
Image: Latin American Feminist Zine Collection © Editorial Facsimile



Fanzine illustrated from workshop performance presented on April 25, 2015 in 
forum LARVA , Guadalajara "Inferno Variety: Stigma " . Explains the relationship 
between violence and masculinity, a space where bodies and subjects that do 
not conform to Figure hegemonic "man" live a living hell , as well as those who 
enjoy such privileges of masculinity are crossed by ties as virility, courage , 
strength and fear of being related with the feminine, in a climate of homophobia 
subjecting everyone equally.

Fanzine illustrated with fragments of texts by Lechedevirgen 
edition of 100 copies, xerox reproduction and black airbrushing 
on parchment paper, marquilla and linen, binding with adhesive 
tapes. https://goo.gl/o2LMgF

VARIETIES
(2015)

Queeries
2017
Editorial Facsimile
£5

A3 size in 8 fold pages, Clairefontaine 
paper, Décollage, 4 originals and 50 
Facsimiles. Produced by Editorial 
Facsimile in Sutton House, London, UK. 
This zine was made using the LGBTQ 
collection from The National Archives.

Variedades
2015
Leche de Virgen
£5

Fanzine illustrated with fragments 
of texts by Lechedevirgen edition 
of 100 copies, xerox reproduction 
and black airbrushing on 
parchment paper, marquilla and 
linen, binding with adhesive tapes.

Coin to coin
2017
Editorial Facsimile
£5

How do we value women?
If we can speak of coins as women, why are some 
coins more valuable than others? Rarity of 
course- age sometimes - superior conditions 
always. But the single most important factor is 
demand, the number of collectors who want a 
coin for their collection and how badly they want it. 



What makes you stop?
2017
Editorial Fascimile
£5

This zine was made during summer 
2017 in London, UK. Printed, paper cut 
and folded at LCC Library by Rafael MC. 
A3 size, first edition sold out, second 
edition of 50 copies distributed by 
Editorial Facsimile.

Passwords
2017
Editorial Facsimile
£5

A Millennial publication exploring through 
images and screenshots some social 
networks of the moment like Facebook, 
Netflix, Uber, Snapchat, Twitter, Tumblr, 
Whatsapp and Instagram. Reflecting 
about how many time we spend virtually 
and the fact that logging with passwords 
is required to access to any information 
online. Printed in Mexico City in March 
2017 by Editorial Facsimile. Designed by 
Rafael MC. 100 colour copies, size 1/4 
letter.

Derivadas
2017
Rafael MC
£5

Second edition of 100 copies to color. digital 
printing, bond paper, 16 pages.
The derivative of a function is a local concept, is 
calculated as the limit of the speed of average 
change of the function at a certain interval, 
when the interval considered for the 
independent variable becomes increasingly 
smaller. Thus we speak of the value of the 
derivative of a certain function at a given point . 
When studying reading if a function 
representing the text of a reticle with respect to 
the image, its derivative is decoding.



Chimalpopoca
2017
Editorial Facsimile
£5

Chimalpopoca is a bilingual zine regarding the 
earthquake in Mexico City that happened on 19th 
of September 2017. This publication focuses on 
the collapsed building between Chimalpopoca and 
Bolivar street, causing death and victims without 
any support. In solidarity with the workers in 
unsafe conditions of this irregular factory, brigades 
and volunteers gathered the following days to 
rescue, help and honour the victims. 100 colour 
copies on paper and fabrics.

Violenzine
2017
Julia Valencia
£5

Violenzine I & II made by Señorita 
Violencia. Produced in San Salvador, El 
Salvador 

THE GAZE
2018
Editorial Facsimile
£5

Catalogue of the Latin American 
Feminist Zine Collection and a 
program on the ocassion of this 
exhibition hosted from February 6-16, 
2018 at SU Gallery, London College of 
Communication



Ordenando la casa
2017
Patricia Aguirre
£8

A5 ilustrated zine, colour edition. 
Produced in Bogota, Colombia.

Gaslighting
2017
Oleaje
£5

Gaslighting is a zine made by Ivana 
Crespo, cover by Jess Solano. texts by 
Mónica Alarcón, Luz Adriana Nuñez, 
Sofía Rescala, Lidia Gatica, Samanta 
Cremayer, Diana Mlán, Adriana Castillo, 
Eva Leyva, Marcela Santos, Zuleima 
Lemus, Sara Caval, Paloma Sosa.  
Produced in Mexico City

Amiga
2017
Maria Natalia Avila
£8

My first colouring book illustrates 
popular songs from female artists, 
produced in Colombia.



ARTISTS BOOKS
Image: Manspreading © Editorial Facsimile



Coin to coin
(2017)
Photomontages and rare books produced on demand.
Frames: 23 x 23 cm Books: 12x16 cm

How do we value women? 
If we can speak of coins as women, why are some coins more valuable than 
others? Rarity of course- age sometimes - superior conditions always. But the 
single most important factor is demand, the number of collectors who want a 
coin for their collection and how badly they want it. 

SIAMESES BOOKS
(2013)

What if born two books together?
How those books would you feel?
Who could separate them?

The 4 July 2013 were born Pepe and Paco being siameses books, equality and 
difference, union and separation, individuality and relationship. Duality is a form 
of simultaneous existence of life where they are needed on both sides.

Artist's book with 3 unique copies in digital and photographic 
printing, binding paste hard with neodymium magnets, bond 
and coated paper, 164 pages. * Liabooks collection
https://goo.gl/2krnDH 

Information diet
2017
Editorial Facsimile
£60

Laser cutting on MDF supervised 
by Marios Stamatis. Dimensions 
variable, 29 pages, edition of 40.

Libros Siameses
2013
Liabooks
£120

Artist's book in digital and 
photographic printing, binding 
paste hard with neodymium 
magnets, bond and coated paper, 
164 pages.

Coin collection book
2017
Rafael MC
£75

How do we value women?
Photomontages and rare books 
produced on demand. Framed 
illustrations: 23 x 23 cm 
Books: 12x16 cm



Project whose aim is to reflect on digital exchanges that enables Internet to 
strengthen ties. As book content received from a call published only by web in 
2015 are shown, it contains about 140 visual poetics received by email of 68 
co-authors from Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada , Colombia, United 
States, Greece , Guatemala , Hungary , India, Italy, Mexico, Peru, Russia, Serbia, 
Turkey and Uruguay .

Book work of 176 pages, cover made   with papercut, 100 copies 
printed on paper Feltmark Pure White Mohawk Loop 216 g/m 
https://goo.gl/bk1E4h

WE ARE VISUAL POETRY
(2015)

THE WALL
(2014)

With the intention of identifying the native reader in Mexico, problematize and 
reflect on the quantity and quality of what is read individually and collectively in 
relation to other subjects and nations. As a construction of the Mexican social 
imaginary where being what it is, other forms emerge, new determinations are 
established.

Book object 9 thumbnail walls (25 x 50 x 2 cm each piece ) , 
edition of 3 copies in mixed media, extra hard binding 
styrofoam, cardboard and gray cement. * Selected by Bank 
Street Arts, Sheffield International Artist Book Prize 2015 
https://goo.gl/iz33Cs

Artist book who makes an analogy with Instagram who is basically an application 
for sharing photos on various social networks like Facebook, Tumblr , Flickr and 
Twitter. Users can apply photo effects like filters, frames, retro and vintage colors.
Instagüedad preserved so relative instantaneous in their revealed, in the past it 
was not a professional photographer, manipulation and sags spots are revealed 
in the paper impossible to hide.

Artist book, unique copy old photographic processes such as 
cyanotype, Van Dyke brown and veereds, fabriano paper 50 % 
cotton .

INSTAGÜEDAD
(2013)

We are visual poetry
2015
68 co-authors
£35

Book work of 176 pages, cover made 
with papercut, 100 copies printed on 
paper Feltmark Pure White Mohawk 
Loop 216 g/m.  Compilation of about 
140 visual poetics received by email of 
68 co-authors from Argentina, Austria, 
Belgium, Brazil, Canada , Colombia, 
United States, Greece , Guatemala , 
Hungary , India, Italy, Mexico, Peru, 
Russia, Serbia, Turkey and Uruguay .

The Wall
2014
Rafael MC
£300

Book object 9 thumbnail walls (25 x 50 x 2 
cm each piece ) , edition of 3 copies in 
mixed media, extra hard binding 
styrofoam, cardboard and gray cement.

Instaguedad
2013
Rafael MC
£140

This book makes an analogy of 
instagram where users can apply 
to thier photos filter effects, 
frames, retro and vintage colors.



Notes on visual art history is divided chronologically into periods marked by great 
narratives and impulsive breaks, old , middle age, renaissance, modern , 
contemporary. The work shows how artistic creation is at the same time 
inseparable but independent of the time when you register and reflects the close 
relationship between many artists who lived centuries apart .

Book intervened with drawing, papercut, monotype, among 
others 50 cm x 29.5 cm x 3.5 cm ( open ) 2.200 grams

Notes on visual art history
(2016)

Through a search vocabulary of visual poetry, art with rubber stamps, a 
conceptual narrative of the changing ephemeral mark, a marginal network 
intervention that questions the practices and artistic conventions it is given .

Book intervened stamping rubber stamp, blue and red ink . 
22 cm x 15.5 cm 12 cm ( open) 400g

Writer’s Block
(2016)

NEONBOOK
(2014)

Based on a perception of the real world that consists of a collection of basic 
objects called entities and relationships between those objects. It is an 
entity-relationship model (sometimes referred to by its acronym , ER "Entity 
relationship", or Spanish DER " Entity relationship diagram " ) For semantic 
constraints diagram extends incorporating more elements of language as 
attributes in relationships, the cardinality of relations, inheritance and aggregation 
.

Photobook, Print on demand up to 500 copies (digital printing 
paper presentation matte 170 gr ), random object for collection, 
container type box 13 x 7 x 4.5 cm (offset printing ink on white 
caple die cutting 18 pts ), 48 pages in 3 deployable parts 
http://goo.gl/edX42d

Notes on visual art history
2016
Editorial Facsimile
£140

Book intervened with drawing, 
papercut, monotype, among 
others 50 cm x 29.5 cm x 3.5 
cm ( open ) 2.200 grams

Notes on visual art history
2016
Editorial Facsimile
£140

Book intervened with drawing, 
papercut, monotype, among 
others 50 cm x 29.5 cm x 3.5 
cm ( open ) 2.200 grams

Neonbook 
2014
Editorial Facsimile
£120

Photobook, Print on demand up to 
500 copies (digital printing paper 
presentation matte 170 gr), 
random object for collection, 
container type box 13 x 7 x 4.5 cm 
(offset printing ink on white caple 
die cutting 18 pts ), 48 pages in 3 
deployable parts



Postbook
2016
Mario Alonso
£30

Artist book, edition of 30 copies 
in digital printing, binding with 
synthetic materials, holographic 
vinyl clipping titles, 22 pages.

De la serie Altares
2016
Graciela Patron
£80

Concertina in a box of matches. 
Transfer and embroidery on 
cotton paper. Box formed in 
fabric and lace.

The Book of Buttons’ 
2017
Ioulia Akhmadeeva
£80

A is about some moments of the 
life of Antonina Sidorova 
(1924-2013), the artist’s 
grandmother. Each page is a 
story told by Antonina to the 
artist. About how at the age of 
five a horse took her into the 
forest. About how she sewed her 
first garment  destroying a new 
dress and hair styled her rag doll 
with her own recently hair. 



www.editorialfacsimile.com

Delivery / Returns 
 
Ordering
We make every effort to ensure all products are in stock, but in the event of us not 
having your chosen product we will contact you and offer either a refund or a later 
delivery if possible.
 
Delivery UK
We offer UK delivery through Royal Mail First Class or First Class Signed For, which 
usually arrives within one to two working days after despatch. We use Parcelforce 
on heavier or bulkier orders, which can take two working days to arrive. First Class 
Signed and Parcelforce required a signature as proof of delivery.
 
Delivery International
International orders are sent by Royal Mail International Standard, which takes 
10–14 working days. This service is not tracked: if you wish to pay extra for a 
tracked and/or expedited service please email us before placing an order: 
editorialfacsimile@gmail.com

Bulkier or heavier shipments will be sent using Parcelforce Global or UPS Express, 
which takes around three working days from despatch.  We aim to process orders 
within three working days, although at busy times we may take up to one working 
week. Orders placed on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday will be processed from the 
next working day. If you need something in a hurry please call or email us before 
placing an order: editorialfacsimile@gmail.com
 
Returns
We hope you are happy with your purchases from Editorial Facsimile, but if not, we 
can offer a refund on any item as long as it is returned in a saleable condition. 
Please note that we are unable to reimburse postage costs for returns. For further 
information, or to make a return, write to us at editorialfacsimile@gmail.com

2018 © Editorial Facsimile


